Press Release:
May 9, 2012 – nVision Global Technology Solutions, Inc., a leading Global Freight Bill Audit,
Payment & Logistics Information Management Services provider has been designated a Top 100
Logistics IT Provider for 2012 by Inbound Logistics.
Every April, Inbound Logistics editors recognize 100 logistics IT companies that support and
enable logistics excellence. Drawn from a pool of more than 300 companies, using
questionnaires, personal interviews, and other research, Inbound Logistics selects the Top 100
Logistics IT Providers who are leading the way in 2012. Editors seek to match readers' fastchanging needs to the capabilities of those companies selected. All companies selected reflect
leadership by answering Inbound Logistics readers' needs for simplicity, ROI, and efficient
implementation.
Felecia Stratton, Editor of Inbound Logistics stated that "When choosing this year's Top 100
Logistics IT Providers looked for technology providers that solved specific logistics challenges,
but also acted as change agents by helping to transform overall business operations. nVision
Global was selected because its solutions work tactically to master supply chain transactions, as
well as strategically to act as a change agent to drive the enterprise to more closely match
demand to supply.
"We are truly honored to once again be designated as an Inbound Logistics Top 100 IT Provider"
notes Keith Snavely, Senior Vice President, Global Sales & Marketing at nVision Global, "all
Associates at nVision Global are dedicated to our continued global expansion and value-creating
technologies that provide verifiable bottom line savings for our customers."
nVision Global, with four full service processing centers spanning three continents, partners with
multi-national corporations to reduce their overall costs by providing a global, single outsourced
solution to efficiently process, audit and pay all transportation related invoices on a global scale.
nVision Global works diligently with its customers and their transportation providers by
providing an efficient, streamlined, lower cost outsourced solution eliminating billing errors and
providing actionable data. nVision Global's products and services allow its customers to
streamline and optimize their global supply chains by providing actionable data through their
leading edge web based analytical tools that assist in lowering overall transportation cost.
For additional information regarding nVision Global Technology Solutions, Inc. contact us at
sales@nvisionglobal.com or 770.474.4122.
About nVision Global Technology Solutions, Inc.
Atlanta, Georgia based nVision Global Technology Solutions, Inc. is a leading Global Freight
Bill Audit, Payment & Logistics Information Management Services provider. With four global,
strategically placed full service processing centers, nVision Global processes millions of

transportation related invoices from over 198 countries. Through its leading-edge web based
analytical tools its customers save on average 5-15% of their transportation cost annually
through its value-creating technologies.
About Inbound Logistics
Inbound Logistics is the pioneering publication of demand-driven logistics practices, also known
as supply chain management. IL's educational mission is to guide businesses to efficiently
manage logistics, reduce and speed inventory, and neutralize transportation cost increases by
aligning supply to demand and adjusting enterprise functions to support that paradigm shift.
More information about demand-driven logistics practices is available at
www.inboundlogistics.com

